Abstract-Algebraic program models with procedures are designed to analyze program semantic properties on their models called program schemes. The concepts that give foundation to the theory of such models are stated along with a description of their implementation. The key point of the theory is the equivalence of program schemes that belong to a particular model. A class of special algebraic models with procedures, called gateway models, is studied. Conditions of the equivalence problem decidability in such models are analyzed.
INTRODUCTION
The article belongs to an area of program schemes theory. The theory studies semantic properties of programs on their models called program schemes. The theory originates from works of Lyapunov [1] and Yanov [2] . The concepts the theory is based on are as follows.
-We begin with a definition of a program. A formalized program is built over a finite operator and predicate basis that induces a basis semantics. The chosen semantics defines a class of programs. In this class to each program we assign a function the program calculates. Two programs are called equivalent if the functions they calculate are equal.
-In order to investigate semantic properties of formalized programs that help build equivalent trans formations (E.T.), program models are invented. Program models contain program schemes. The latter are built over a selected basis that consists of operator symbols and logical variables symbols that replace predicates. A structure of a scheme is the same as of the program for which the scheme is built. Thus, each structure transformation of a scheme is at the same time a structure transformation of a program.
-An algebraic model is defined by choosing an equivalence relation in a set of program schemes over preselected basis. Such relation is specified by two model parameters. The first is an equivalence of words of operator symbols. The second is a set of conditions in wich a scheme may be run. Then a relation between models is induced. A model is considered to be not weaker than another if once two schemes are equivalent in the first model, they are equivalent in the second as well.
-A set of models that are 'useful' is selected. A model is called approximating if there exists such a class of programs (over the same basis) that once two schemes from the model are equivalent, the programs in that class with the same structure are equivalent too. Because every E.T. of a scheme in approximating model is also an E.T. of program, for which the scheme is built, only approximating models are considered furthermore. Also, there is a need to find conditions that a model must satisfy to be approximating.
-Finally, a task of a full set of E.T. construction is proposed. A set of E.T. is said to be full in a model if for any pair of equivalent schemes in the model there is a finite chain of equivalent transformations from the set that converts one scheme to another. Evidently, if the task is solved in an approximating model, the set of E.T. will be most rich within the approximated program class. Thus a problem of schemes equiva lence becomes a primary task.
The concepts are stated. Traditionally, an evolution of algebraic program models followed a path in which all basic operators' compositions common for programming languages are used in programs for malization, except procedures. Models that can be constructed that way are called simple. Currently, there are many results known about equivalence and E.T. problems in simple program models. There are two main methods of solving an equivalence problem ( [3] and [4] ). A method of solving E.T. problem is described in [5] . 1 The article is published in the original.
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It is natural to add procedures to the set of allowed compositions of operators and tests. Once the set is extended that way, algebraic program models with procedures emerge. Such models are the subject for consideration in this article.
Besides the introduction, the article contains Sections 2, 3, 4. Section 2 is dedicated to the definition of an extended program formalization, that is, the structure, semantics and equivalence of formalized program are described. Each basis set of operators and tests defines a separate class of formalized programs.
Section 3 contains a description of algebraic program models with procedures. Given a basis of oper ators and tests, structure and semantics of a program scheme are defined. All program models are united into a set. Conditions on a model it must satisfy to be approximating are stated. A clean matrix scheme is defined, also it is proven that in any program model any scheme can be transformed into an equivalent clean matrix scheme.
Section 4 describes special algebraic program models with procedures called gateway program models. Such models are induced by simple program models and contain the latter as submodels. The research of gateway models originates from the idea of extending the facts known for simple models to some class of program models with procedures.
We present an algorithm that transforms an arbitrary scheme of a model in a particular class of gateway program models into an equivalent free scheme. A free scheme is a scheme that contains no elements that don't operate during the scheme execution.
The obtained result is new. It precedes the solution to another problem: find conditions the model parameters must satisfy for the equivalence problem to be reducable to the equivalence problem in the inducing simple model. This problem will be addressed in future work.
FORMALIZED PROGRAMS WITH PROCEDURES
A formalized program with procedures (further we will use the term 'program') is built over a finite basis that consists of elements of four nonempty and disjoint alphabets-Y, C, R, P. Elements of Y, C, R are called symbols, of P-logical variables. Each logical variable can have a value from {0, 1}. Symbols denote operators, while logical variables denote boolean expressions.
A program is a vertex marked graph. Marks are chosen from the basis alphabets. The graph consists of subgraphs that have disjoint vertex sets. One of subgraphs is called main, and it has two selected vertices: the start vertex, that has no incoming edges and has exactly one outgoing edge; and the end vertex, that has no outgoing edges. Two vertices are selected in each non main subgraph as well. One of them is called an initial vertex, and the other is called a final vertex. All other vertices are of one of four types: executor, test, call and return. A test has two outgoing edges that are marked with 0 and 1 correspondingly; an executor, call and return have one outgoing (unmarked) edge each. A test is marked with a variable from P, an exec utor, call and return are marked with symbols from Y, C, R, correspondingly. There is a one to one rela tion between calls and returns, and pairs that are related belong to the same subgraph. Each related call return pair is assigned a unique number. The outgoing edge of a call is directed to initial vertex of some subgraph and there is an outgoing edge that goes from a final vertex of that subgraph to a related return. There is no other outgoing edges from final vertices of non main subgraphs. All edges that begin in vertices other than call and final go to vertices of the same subgraph. It consists of a main program expressed by the main subgraph and of a procedure expressed by a non main subgraph.
Functional meaning of a program is based upon a basis semantics. Basis semantics is an algebraic sys tem σ with a freely chosen set Ξ σ that for each basis item b defines a functor σb with the following type:
The items of the freely chosen set Ξ σ are called memory states (though we do not define the memory itself). A set of all basis semantics is denoted by Σ.
Now we define a program execution on a pair (σ, ξ 0 ) where σ ∈ Σ, ξ 0 ∈ Ξ σ . The execution process uses a stack of pairs (n, ξ) where n is a non negative integer and ξ is a state from Ξ σ . The process in fact is a traversal of a program along the edges. The traversal includes memory state and stack transformations.
The traversal starts at the edge that follows from the start vertex of the program, with memory state set to ξ 0 and empty stack. Once we got to an edge directed to a vertex v, with ξ as the current memory state, we distinguish the following cases:
1. v is an executor marked with y; then the memory state is transformed into σy(ξ), the stack remains unchanged, the traversal moves to the edge outgoing from v;
2. v is a test marked with p; then the memory state and the stack remain unchanged, the traversal moves to the edge from v that is marked with σp(ξ);
3. v is a call marked with c with number n; then a pair (n, ξ) is pushed onto the stack, memory state ξ is transformed into σc(ξ), the traversal moves to the edge outgoing from v; 4. v is an intial vertex; then the memory state and the stack remain unchanged, the traversal moves along the only edge from v;
5. v is a final vertex; then the stack is not empty; the top stack item is a pair (n', ξ'), it is removed from the stack; the traversal moves to the edge from v that goes to a return that has a number n'; 6. v is a return marked with r, and before getting to v we removed (n', ξ') from the stack; then memory state ξ is transformed to σr(ξ', ξ) and the traversal moves to the edge going out from v; 7. v is the end vertex; the program execution is considered finished and successful, the program has stopped on a pair (σ, ξ 0 ) with final state ξ; note that the stack is empty by that moment.
That concludes the definition of program execution. Once a basis semantica σ is set, each program effectively is a partial mapping from Ξ σ into itself. It is defined for ξ 0 if the program stops on (σ, ξ) and maps ξ 0 to the final state of program execution on that pair.
Two programs G 1 , G 2 are called σ equivalent iff their partial mapping of Ξ σ into itself are identical. In that case we will write A relation between 'real' programs and formalized ones is described in [6] .
3. ALGEBRAIC PROGRAM MODELS WITH PROCEDURES Now we define an algebraic model with procedures. All such models are constructed upon a basis Y, C, R, P and differ in the equivalence relation of its items. The items are called program schemes. A program scheme's structure is identical to one of a program over the same basis.
Program sample.
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A word in Y ∪ C ∪ R alphabet is called a string. A string is correct if a number of occurrences of symbols from R is less than or equal to a number of occurrences of symbols from C in any string prefix. Let H be a set of all correct strings. Let A logic valuation function is a function that maps H to X, μ : H → X. A set of all logic valuation functions is denoted by ᑦ.
Let μ be one of the logic valuation functions. The scheme execution on μ is a process of scheme tra versal that builds a correct string. The process also uses a stack of integers. The process begins at the edge outgoing from the start vertex. The stack and string are initially empty. Once the traversal goes over a vertex marked with a symbol, the symbol is written to the right of the string. If the vertex is a call, the number of the call is pushed onto the stack. If the vertex is final, a number is popped from the stack and the traversal moves onto the edge that leads to the return with corresponding number. If the vertex is a test, the logic valuation function is used: the traversal moves onto an edge marked with μh(p) where h is the current string and p is the mark of the vertex. Note that p is not a symbol and thus is not added to the string. Once the traversal gets to the end vertex, the process is called successful, the scheme is said to stop on μ and the string that was current by the moment we got to the end vertex is called a scheme execution result on μ. A (ν, L) model is called strictly approximating if there is such a non empty set S of basis semantics that for each two schemes G 1 , G 2 the following is true:
The following theorem is proven in [7] . A logic valuation function µ shift by a string h is a function μ', μ' ∈ ᑦ that is defined as follows: for each string h' from H, μ'h' = μhh'. In that case μ' is denoted by μ h . A set of logic valuation functions, L, is called shift closed if for each μ from L and for any h from H, the function μ h belongs to L.
Further we address only models that satisfy the conditions of the theorem 1. It is true (th. 2) that the equivalence problem in any algebraic model with procedures can be reduced to the equivalence problem in a related model which objects are called matrix schemes.
The models defined further are based on the same basis Y, C, R, P we denote by B.
A matrix scheme is a finite digraph which differs from graphs for schemes over B in one point: it has no tests, each vertex of type start, initial, executor, return has as many outgoing edges as the count of elements
Each such edge is marked with distinct element x ∈ X. Also, each subgraph has a special vertex loop that has no outgoing edges.
Let G be a matrix scheme over the basis B. The scheme execution is performed using a logic valuation function μ ∈ ᑦ. The execution is a scheme traversal with a construction of a proper string. Besides the function μ a stack is used. Only numbers of call return pairs can be put into stack. The traversal starts at the edge outgoing from the start vertex, the stack and string are empty. Once the traversal passes a vertex marked with a symbol, this symbol is attached to the right of the string. If the vertex passed is an executor, initial, start or return and h is the current string, then the vertex is left along the edge marked with μh. If the passed vertex is a call then after attaching the symbol to the string, the number of the call return pair the call belongs to is pushed to the stack. When passing a final vertex, a number of a call return pair is popped from the stack and the traversal moves along the edge to the return of this call return pair. The tra versal ends either in the end vertex or in a loop vertex. In the former case the scheme execution result is the current string. In the latter case or if the execution has not stopped, the execution is unsuccessful and the result is undefined.
Assuming that ν is an equivalence in H and L ⊆ ᑦ, (ν, L)-equivalence of matrix schemes is defined exactly the same way it is defined for algebraic program models.
Thus a (ν, L)-matrix schemes model over B is properly defined Theorem 2. The equivalence problem in the (ν, L)-program model over B can be reduced to the equiva lence problem in the (ν, L)-matrix schemes model over B.
Proof. The theorem is proven by the construction of an algorithm that converts a scheme from the first model to a scheme in the second so that equivalent schemes transform into equivalent ones.
Let G be a scheme from an algebraic problem model. We introduce some characteristics of G. If v is a vertex of G which is start, initial, return or executor and x ∈ X then an x path from v is the directed path in G that starts in v and contains internally only tests. The path goes from such tests along the edges marked with x(p) where p is the mark of the test. The path ends in a non test vertex or if it goes into a test that already belongs to that path. In the former case the reached non test vertex is called the x ancestor of v, in the latter case the x ancestor is an empty loop, i.e. a test with both edges leading to itself.
The algorithm required to prove the theorem constructs a matrix scheme G' once it's given a scheme G. The algorithm copies all vertices except tests from G to G'. Then it adds loop vertices to each subgraph. For every vertex v ∈ G of types start, initial, executor, return and for each x ∈ X the algorithm finds an x ances tor of v in G and adds an edge from the copy of v to the copy of x ancestor of v in G'. This edge is marked with the symbol x. The copy of a loop in G is always a loop in G' in the corresponding subgraph.
The scheme G' is constructed.
It is easy to obtain that the execution path in G on a logic valuation function μ ∈ ᑦ is fully duplicated by the execution path of the matrix scheme G' up to the replacement of all x paths with corresponding edges. To sum up, the algorithm solves the task required by the theorem 2. Let G be a matrix scheme over B. Vertices of type start, end, call, return we call pivotal. Two pivotal ver tices v and w are linked with an elementary path (e. path) if G has a directed path from v to w that contains no other pivotal vertices.
A matrix scheme is clean if all its executors belong to e. paths.
Theorem 3. There is an algorithm that converts an arbitrary matrix scheme to a clean matrix scheme that is equivalent to the initial scheme in all models of matrix schemes.
Proof. Let G be the matrix scheme over B that is input to the algorithm. The algorithm performs two vertex markings of the scheme. We call them forward and backward. The forward marking is applied to the initial scheme. After the marking the algorithm transforms G into G' using equivalent transformations, As a result some fragments of G get removed. The backward marking is then applied to G' and after the mark ing the algoritm transforms G' into equivalent G'' possibly removing some fragments of G'.
It would be obvious from the way it is constructed that G'' is a clean matrix scheme. The operations the algorithm performs are detailed in the rest of the section. The forward marking begins in vertices of type start, initial, return. All such vertices are marked ini tially. Further for all x ∈ X x ancestors of all already marked vertices are marked. The marking is complete when no new vertices can be marked.
It is clear that no unmarked vertices can participate in the scheme execution and thus can be safely removed from the scheme.
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The algorithm removes vertices according to the following rules. If the scheme end vertex is not marked, the scheme is equivalent to the empty scheme, i.e. the scheme that contains only start, end and loop vertices with all edges directed to the loop. In that case the algorithm sets G' to be the empty scheme and stops.
If the final vertex of some subgraph is not marked, this subgraph is removed completely as it is unfunc tional. Furthermore, all calls and returns linked with this subgraph are removed.
If some call vertex is unmarked, it is removed with the paired return. When a call is removed, all edges that went to that call are redirected to the loop vertex of the same sub graph. The edge that went from the call is removed.
If a return is to be removed, it is removed alongside with all incident edges. If after such removals a subgraph has no incoming edges (to the initial vertex), it is removed from the scheme.
Lastly, unmarked executors are removed with all outgoing edges. All incoming edges are redirected to the loop of the same subgraph. This operation completes the construction of G'.
The backward marking begins in vertices of types: call, end, final. All such vertices are initially marked. Then all vertices that have marked vertices as x ancestors for any x ∈ X are marked. The marking is com plete when no new vertices can be marked.
It is obvious that unmarked vertices can not affect scheme execution results even though they can be passed while executing the scheme. Thus all such vertices are subject to removal according to the following rules.
If the scheme start vertex is unmarked, G' is equivalent to the empty scheme. So G'' is the empty scheme and the algorithm stops.
If an initial vertex of some subgraph g in G' is unmarked, g is removed with all incident calls and returns. If a return is unmarked, it is removed with its paired call. Such removal is done the same way as after the forward marking.
If a subgraph has lost all incoming edges during removals, it is removed. Finally, only unmarked exec utors are left. They compose fragments of subgraphs which have no outgoing edges. Then all edges directed to this fragment are redirected to the loop of that sub graph and the fragment is removed.
This completes the construction of G''.
GATEWAY PROGRAM MODELS
Next we define a gateway algebraic model, a subset of algebraic models with procedures. Given a sim ple program model over Y, P, a gateway model over B can be built. Let τ, l be parameters of a simple model. Then an equivalence ν is defined by τ, and a set of allowed logic valuation functions L is defined by l. ν and L will then be the parameters of the built gateway model.
The equivalence ν is defined as follows. Two strings h 1 and h 2 from H are ν equivalent iff their projec tions at C ∪ R are equal and, at the same time, once the strings are written as where b 1 b 2 … b k is the projection of both h 1 , h 2 at C ∪ R, then for each j, j = 0, …, k the following is true:
Now we describe how the set L of logic valuation functions is constructed. We begin with representing a logic valuation function as a markup of an infinte tree by the elements of X. There is no pair of edges that are directed to the same vertex. Edges from each vertex in the tree are marked with symbols from Y ∪ C ∪ R such that each symbol has exactly one edge. After that all edges that corre spond to incorrect strings are removed. As there is exactly one such tree, the tree is defined correctly.
Note that each edge defines (induces) an infinite subtree that begins in a vertex the edge directs to and which edges are marked with symbols from Y only. Given a set l of logic valuation functions that map Y* into X, we can mark the tree (and thus define a logic valuation function from L) this way: if an edge is marked with a symbol from C ∪ R then the induced subtree is marked according to some logic valuation function from l. A subtree that is the whole tree with only edges marked with symbols from Y is marked likewise. Finally, L is said to contain only such logic valuation functions that can be built as described.
It is easy to establish the following statement.
Statement 1. If (τ, l) model is approximating then a gateway model (ν, L) over B constructed on it is approximating as well.
Basic results in this section are obtained for a special class of gateway models. This class contains mod els induced by simple ᑧ'(τ, l) models with the equivalence τ of a special kind: the empty string is equiv alent only to itself. The l set contains all τ consistent logic valuation functions. Such gateway models are called models with a loop free semigroup of operators. With regard to the theorem 3 we study only clean matrix schemes in a model with loop free semigroup of operators. All such schemes comprise a submodel ᑧ.
For the submodel ᑧ we prove theorem 4.
First we give required definitions and statements.
Let G be a scheme from ᑧ. A directed path that begins in the start vertex and goes to some vertex of G is called a route. If the last vertex of a route is the end vertex, the route is called a route through the scheme. Every route w in G carries a string h(w) ∈ (Y ∪ C ∪ R)*. This string is a concatenation of all the symbols vertices of w are marked with, from the beginning to the end.
A route is realizable if L contains a logic valuation function on which the scheme executes along the route.
Note that every route in G is a sequence of e. paths. So we need some characteristics of e. paths.
Consider an e. path u in G that leads from a pivotal vertex v 1 to a pivotal vertex v 2 . We can construct a simple scheme G(u). This scheme has v 1 typed as start vertex, v 2 as end vertex and only one path from v 1 to v 2 remains: the path that corresponds to u. All side branching is redirected to the loop.
An e. path u is realizable if l contains a logic valuation function on which the scheme G(u) executes along the path u.
Statement 2. In any scheme G in ᑧ each e. path is realizable.
Proof. Indeed, an e. path can be unrealizable if there are subroutes in G(u) that carry equivalent strings from Y* and continue along differently marked edges. But due to the lack of loops in the semigroup of operators, this can not happen. Also l contains all τ consistent logic valuation functions. This statement is obvious. A clean scheme G is called free if all its pivotal vertices belong to realizable routes through the scheme.
Theorem 4.
There is an algorithm that transform an arbitrary scheme from ᑧ into an equivalent free scheme.
Proof. Let G be a scheme from ᑧ. We present an algorithm that has G as input.
Consider a subgraph g of scheme G. A trace in g is a path, in general discontinous, from the initial (start, if g is the main subgraph) vertex of g to the final (end) vertex of g. This path consists of adjoining e. paths and contains returns alongside with paired calls.
We call a trace trivially open if it contains no calls and returns. Note that each realizable route through G passes at least one subgraph with trivially open trace. Thus if G has no such subgraphs, the algorithm transforms G into the empty scheme and stops.
Otherwise the algorithm notes all subgraphs with trivially open traces. Let g be one of them. Then all calls and returns incident to g are marked.
Suppose that while such marking a subgraph g' has a trace in which all calls and returns are marked. This marking stops when nothing new can be marked.
Further the scheme G is transformed into a scheme in which every pivotal vertex belongs to a realizable route through the scheme.
First the main subgraph is considered. If it has no open traces but has trivially open ones, the scheme G is transformed into a simple scheme: only vertices that belong to trivially open traces in the main sub graph remain. All side edges are redirected into the loop. After that the algorithm stops.
If the main subgraphs has no open traces, trivial or not, the algorithm transforms G into the empty scheme and stops. PODLOVCHENKO, MOLCHANOV Otherwise the algorithm cleans G stripping out the vertices that do not belong to realizable routes through G. Firstly subgraphs that have no open traces are removed. After that subgraphs that contain open traces are cleaned of all vertices that do not belong to such traces. All side edges are redirected to the cor responding empty loops.
After completition of the mentioned steps the algorithm stops. It is clear that the resulting scheme is clean and equivalent to G. This concludes the proof of theorem 4.
As noted in the introduction, free schemes in ᑧ are subject of further research. We aim to reduce the equivalence problem in gateway program models to the equivalence problem in the inducing simple models.
